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CONVENING ORDER



GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL

AMENDMENT NO.l

CONVENING ORDER NO. 1-21

COMMANDER

COAST GUARD ATLANTIC AREA

PORTSMOUTH, VA

Dated: MAY 06 2021

COMMANDER

COAST GUARD ATLANTIC AREA

1. The following members detailed to General Court-Martial Convening Order no. 1-21,
dated 08 January 2021, are hereby excused:

Lieutenant Commander

Lieutenant Commander
Lieutenant Commander

Chief Storekeeper
Boatswain's Mate First Class

Operations Specialist Second Class

2. The court-martial will be convened with the following members:

Captain
Captain
Captain
Commander

Commander
Lieutenant

Senior Chief Intelligence Specialist
Chief Operations Specialist
Chief Storekeeper
Chief Intelligence Specialist
Chief Boatswain's Mate

Chief Operations Specialist
Damage Controlman First Class
Damage Controlman First Class

3. Should any officer in paragraph two (2) be properly excused prior to impanelment, that
member will be replaced with an officer listed below, in the order listed:

Lieutenant

Lieutenant Commander
Ensign
Lieutenant

Captain



Lieutenant Commander
Commander

4. Should any enlisted member in paragraph two (2) be properly excused prior to
impanelment, that member will be replaced with an enlisted member below, in the
order listed:

Chief Electronics Technician

Machinery Technician First Class
Information Systems Technician First Class
Chief Boatswain's Mate
Chief Operations Specialis

5. The use of alternate members is not authorized.

6. This amendment applies only in the case of United States v. Gunner's Mate Second
Class Cory R. Armitaee. USCG.

S. D. Poulin

Vice Admiral, U. S. Coast Guard

Commander

Coast Guard Atlantic Area



CHARGE SHEET



CHARGE SHEET

I. PERSONAL DATA

i. NAME OF ACCUSED (Imsi. Firsi. Ml)

Armitage, Cory A.

2. EMPLID 3, RANK/RATE

GM2

4. PAY GRADE

E-5
5. UNIT OR ORGANIZATION

CG Atlantic Area

6. CURRENT SERVICE

a, INITIAL DATE

110ct2017

b. TERM

4 years
7. PAY PER MONTH 8, NATURE OF RESTRAINT OF ACCUSED

None

9. DATE(S) IMPOSED

N/A

a. BASIC b. SEA/FOREIGN DUTY c. TOTAL

$3,50 [T9e $0 $3,501.90
II. CHARGES AND SPECIFICATIONS

10.

CHARGE: VIOLATION OF THE UCMJ, ARTICLE 120

Specification I: In that GM2 Cory A. Armitage, U.S. Coast Guard, on active duty, did, at or near
, on or about 30 November 2019, commit a sexual act upon BMl by penetrating

BMl  vulva with his finger, with an intent to gratify the sexual desire of GM2 Cory A. Armitage,
without the consent of BMl

Specification 2: In that GM2 Cory A. Armitage, U.S. Coast Guard, on active duty, did, at or near-
 on or about 30 November 2019, commit a sexual act upon BMl  by penetrating

BMl vulva with his finger, with an intent to gratify the sexual desire of GM2 Cory A. Armitage,
when he reasonably should have known that BMl  was asleep.

Specification 3: In that GM2 Cory A. Armitage, U.S. Coast Guard, on active duty, did, at or near
, on or about 30 November 2019, commit a sexual act upon BMl  by penetrating

BMl vulva with his finger, with an intent to gratify the sexual desire of GM2 Cory A. Armitage,
when BMl was incapable of consenting to the sexual act because she was impaired by an
intoxicant, to wit: alcohol, and the accused reasonably should have known of that condition.

CONTINUED

III. PREFERRAL

1 !a. NAME OF ACCUSER (Last. First. M!) b. GRADE

OSC/E-7

c. ORGANIZATION OF ACCUSER

C5ISC
c, DATE

accuser this day of _September 2020, and signed the foregoing charges and specifications under oath that he/she is a person subject to the
Uniform Cod^f Military Justice and tliat he/she either has personal knowledge of or has investigated the matters set forth therein and that the same
are true to the best of his/her knowledge and belief.

Graham E. Lanz
Typed Name ofOfficer

Lieutenant Commander

Legal Service Command
Organizalion ofOfficer

Commissioned Officer
Grade and ̂iemice Official Capacily lo Atlminisler Oaths

(See R.CM. 307(b)"Oiiisl be commissioned officer)

DD FORM 458 S/N0102.LF.000-458O



12. On ^mrt^eOL tf ,20 20 , the accused was informed of the chorges against him/heF and of the name(s) of
the accuscr^s) known to me. (See R.C.\L 308(a)). (See R.CM. 308 i/noiijicalion caniiol be made.)

Atlantic Area (LANT _
lypal None ofInimaliale Coamianikr

Captain, 0-6

Orgaiiizaiioii ofhnmtdlate Commander

Sismaiure

IV. RECEIPT BY SUMMARY COURT-MARTIAL CONVENING AUTHORITY

13. The sworn charges were received at

Area

hours, 20 20 21ai USCG .ATLANTIC
DezlffiaUm t^CommmiJor

Officer Exercising Sumuiary Court drlarlialJurlsdkUon tSeeHC.M. 403)

Steven D. Poulin

T^ped Name of Officer

Vice Admiral

FORTl-TE*

Commander

Official Capacity of OJpcer SIgiteltire

V. REFERR/VL; SERVICE OF CHARGES

Wa. DESIGNATION OF COMMAND OF CONVENING
AVrHOUllY

Coast Guard Atlantic Area

t). PLACE

Portsmouth, VA

c DATE

3.1 io-M

Referred for trial to the General court-martial convened by Coast Guard Atlantic Area

General Court-Martial Convening Order if 1-21 of

08 January 20 21 .subject to tlte foUowIng instructions:^ none

8y
Command or Order

Steven D. Poulin Commander
Typed Name of Officer

Vice Admiral

Official Capacity of Officer Siffiaturt

Grade

Signature

15. On J , 1 (caused to be) served a copy hereof on (eaoh of) the above named accused.

L^-C-
Gradfc or Rank ofTna Counset

FOOTNOTES I - mat mi oppmprlaie commmider sipts personally, Inapplicable words are stndcai.
^^^^CMjiOlfy^tKemitt^iuiniclions^^itaiie^^iale^^^^^^^^^^

DClf orm 458 Reverse



CONTINUATION SHEET

DD FORM 458, BLOCK 10, ICO GM2 CORY A. ARMITAGE, USCG
PAGE 1 OF 1

Specification 4: In that GM2 Cory A. Armitage, U.S. Coast Guard, on active duty, did, at or near
, on or about 30 November 2019, touch the buttocks and groin of BMl

with his hand, with an intent to gratify the sexual desire of GM2 Cory A. Armitage, without the
consent of BMl

Specification 5: In that GM2 Cory A. Armitage, U.S. Coast Guard, on active duty, did, at or near
, on or about 30 November 2019, touch the buttocks and groin of BMl

with his hand, with an intent to gratify the sexual desire of GM2 Cory A. Armitage, when BMl
 was incapable of consenting to the sexual contact because she was impaired by an

intoxicant, to wit: alcohol, and the accused reasonably should have known of that condition.



TRIAL COURT MOTIONS & RESPONSES



COAST GUARD TRIAL JUDICIARY

EASTERN JUDICIAL CIRCUIT

GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL

UNITED STATES

DEFENSE MOTION TO DISMISS OR

v. FOR OTHER APPROPRIATE RELIEF

(Unreasonably Multiplied Charges)
CORY A. ARMITAGE

GM2/E-5 4 MAR 21

U.S. COAST GUARD

MOTION

Pursuant to 906(b)(12), in the event that GM2 Cory A. Armitage is convicted of
combinations of Specification 1 through 3 and combinations of Specification 4 and 5, the
defense moves this Court to conditionally dismiss so that only a single specification for the
sexual act and sexual contact offense remains.

SUMMARY

The Specifications here—sexual assault under the theoriesof withoutconsent, upona
sleeping BMl , andwhen BMl was incapable of consenting due to intoxication anda
sexual contact offense when she did not consent and when she was incapable of consenting due
to intoxication—^arises from substantially one transaction, a single sexual encounter with one
person. Under the facts of thiscase, thesexual assault specifications would constitute an
impermissible "blow by blow" charging scheme, all aimed at a continuous course of misconduct.
Although thecharges may have been made in thealtemative, each targeting a different theory of
liability as exigencies of proof, the underlying misconduct is the same across Specifications 1-3
and Specifications 4-5. Consequently, the defense moves to conditionally dismiss the
unreasonably multiplied specifications. R.C.M. 906(b)(12).

BURDEN

As the moving party, the defense bears the burden of proofby a preponderance of the
evidence with regard to each factual issue necessary for resolution of this motion. RC.M. 905(c).

FACTS

1. Based on a 30 November 2019 sexual encounter at or near , the
Government has referred five Specifications of Article 120 against GM2 Armitage. (Charge
Sheet, Jan. 21, 2021)

2. In Specification 1, the Government alleges that GM2 Armitage violatedArticle 120, 10
U.S.C. § 920 (2019), when he:

Appellate Exhibit 1X
Page ^ of ^



... commit[tecl] a sexual act upon BMl by penetrating BMl vulva with his
finger... without the consent of BM1

(Charge Sheet at 1.)

3. In Specification2, the Government alleges that GM2 Armitage violated Article 120when
he:

... commit[ted] a sexual act upon BMl , by penetrating BMl vulva with his
finger... when he reasonably should have known that BMl was asleep.

4. In Specification 3, the Government alleges that GM2 Armitage violatedArticle 120when
he:

... commit[ted] a sexual act upon BMl by penetratingBMl vulva with his
finger... whenBMl was incapable of consenting to the sexual act because she was
impaired by an intoxicant, to wit: alcohol, and the accused reasonably should have known of
that condition.

5. In Specification 3, the Government alleges that GM2 Armitage violatedArticle 120when
he:

... commit[ted] a sexual act upon BMl , by penetrating BMl vulvawith his
finger... when BMl was incapable of consenting to the sexual act because she was
impaired by an intoxicant, to wit: alcohol, and the accused reasonably should have known of
that condition.

6. In Specification 4, the Government alleges that GM2 Armitage violated Article 120 with a
sexual contact offense when he:

... touch[ed] the buttocksand groin of BMl . with his hand ... without the consent
of BMl

7. In Specification 5, the Govemment alleges that GM2 Armitage violated Article 120 with a
sexual contact offense when he:

... touch[ed] the buttocks and groin of BMl with his hand ... when BMl was
incapable of consenting to the sexualact because she was impaired by an intoxicant, to wit:
alcohol, and the accused reasonably should have known of that condition.

LAW

a. Unlike multiolicitv. which is grounded in Double Jeooardv and involves statutorv

interpretation, the prohibition on unreasonable multiplication protects against

prosecutorialoverreach based on a fundamental fairness.

"What is substantially one transaction should not be made the basis for an unreasonable
multiplication of charges against one person." R.C.M. 307(c)(4); see UnitedStates v. Quiroz, 55

Appellate Exhibit IK
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MJ. 334, 336-39 (C.A.A.F. 2001). This prohibition against unreasonable multiplication of
charges "has long provided courts-martial and reviewing authorities with a traditional legal
standard—^reasonableness—^to address the consequences of an abuse of prosecutorial discretion
in the context of the unique aspects of the military justice system." Quimz, 55 M.J. at 338
(contrasting multiplicity and unreasonable multiplication doctrines); see also United States v.
Campbell, 71 M.J. 19,23 (C.A.A.F. 2012) (same).

A military judge must "exercise sound judgment to ensure that imaginative prosecutors do
not needlessly 'pile on' charges against a military accused." United States v. Foster, 40 M.J.
140, 144 n.4 (C.M.A. 1994), overruled inpart on other grounds. United States v. Miller, 67 M.J.
385 (C.A.A.F. 2009). In service of this obligation, a trial court considers four-factors in testing
whether charges are unreasonably multiplied:

• Is each charge and specification aimed at distinctly separate criminal acts?

• Does the number of charges and specifications misrepresent or exaggerate the
accused's criminality?

• Does the number of charges and specifications unfairly increase the accused's
punitive exposure?

• Is there evidence of prosecutorial overreaching or abuse in the drafting of the
charges?

United States v. Anderson, 68 M.J. 378, 386 (C.A.A.F. 2010) (citing Quiroz, 55 M.J. at 338)
(approving "in general" factors as non-exhaustive "guide" for analysis). Servicecourts may
consider UMC claims waived or forfeited if not raised at trial. United States v. Butcher, 56 M.J.
87 (C.A.A.F. 2001).

b. A military iudee has wide discretion to remedv unreasonable multiplications of charges,
up to and including dismissal.

When charges are unreasonably multiplied, the militaryjudge has wide latitudeto craft a
remedy, including dismissing offenses, mergingthem for findings, or mergingoffensesonly for
sentencing. UnitedStates v. Thomas, 74 M.J. 563, 568 (N-M. Ct. Crim. App. 2014) (citing
Campbell, 71 M.J. at 25) (concluding militaryjudge had discretion to not dismiss or merge
specifications for findings but to merge them for sentencing).

In Quiroz, where the factors originated, the Navy-MarineCorps Court of Criminal Appeals
dismissed a conviction for wrongfully disposing of military property by selling C-4, which was
the same act that led to a conviction for violating 18 U.S.C. § 842. United States v. Quiroz, 52
M.J. 510, 513 (N-M. Ct. Crim. App. 1999)(where 18 U.S.C. § 842 criminalizes the unlawful
distribution and transportation of explosive materials). Later, in UnitedStates v. Roderick, the
Court ofAppeals for the Armed Forces reiterated that dismissal is an available and appropriate
remedy for unreasonable multiplication. 62 M.J. 425, 433-34 (C.A.A.F. 2006). The Roderick
court dismissed indecent liberties convictions that arose from the same criminal acts—^taking

Appellate Exhibit IX
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photographs of underage girls—as the appellant's child pornography convictions under 18
U.S.C. §2251(a). M'

Even in a charging scheme based on exigenciesof proof, "it is incumbent [on the court]
either to consolidate or dismiss a specification." UniledStales i'. Elesperu, 73 M.J. 326, 329-30
(C.A.A.F. 2014) (quoting United States v. Mayberry, 72 M.J. 467, 467-68 (C.A.A.F. 2013)
(internalquotations omitted). As C.A.A.F. noted then, this is particularly appropriate in the
context of Article 120, UCMJ, where charging in the alternative is an "unexceptional and often
prudent decision." Id.

Finally, whenconvictions result from specifications that were charged for exigencies of
proof, a military judge must "'consolidateor dismiss [the contingent] specification[s],' not
merely merge them for sentencing purposes. Thomas, 74 M.J. at 568 (quoting Elespuru, 73 M.J.
at 329-30)(additionalcitation omitted). Where consolidation is impractical, militaryjudges are
encouraged to conditionally dismiss convictions, id. at 570, mindful that "each additional
conviction imposes an additional stigma and causes additional damage to the defendant's
reputation." Doss, 15 M.J. at 412 (citing O'Clair v. United States, 470 F.2d 1199, 1203 (9th Cir.
1972), cert, denied, 412 U.S. 921 (1973)).

ARGUMENT

a. Because the four trial-level Ouiroz factors weigh in favor of the defense, relief from
these unreasonably multiplied charges is warranted.

The alleged facts in each specification demonstrate that this charging scheme exceeds the
fairness limits imposed by R.C.M. 307 and Quiroz.

(1) Each Specification is aimed at a single sexual encounter.

It is undisputed that there was only one sexual encounter involving GM2Armitage and BMl
with both the sexual act and sexual contact described in the Government's Charge Sheet all

occurring over the course of a single night in a hotel room.

(2) The exaggeration of anv possible criminalityarising from a single act also
unfairly expands GM2 Armitase's punitive exposure.

The government's charging scheme—alleging the sexual act as three specifications and the
sexual contact as two specifications—exaggerates the misconduct, in effect creating the

' See also United States v. Doss, 15 M.J. 409, 412 (C.M.A. 1983) (noting that when unreasonable
multiplication may have impacted verdict "on the merits as to all the multipliedcharges—much
like the threat posed by Justice Marshall—we have not hesitated to set aside all tainted findings
of guilty") (citingMawwh v. Hunter, 459 U.S. 359, 372 (1983) ("where the prosecution's
evidence is weak, its ability to bring multiple charges may substantially enhance the possibility
that, even though innocent, the defendant may be found guilty on one or more charges as a result
of a compromise verdict") (Marshall, J., dissenting); UnitedStates v. Sturdivant, 13 M.J. 323
(C.M.A. 1982)).

Appellate Exhibit -u
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impression that the alleged offenses were an ongoing rather than a single act of misconduct.
MCM, Part IV, 16.e.(3)(B), 34.e.(2). These factors thus weigh in favor of the defense.

(3) There is evidence of prosecutorial overreach in the drafting of these charges,
which originally included an allegation of aggravated assault, and which have

already been disposed of at non-iudicial punishment.

The final trial-level Quiroz factor tends to encompass all the others, as the unreasonable
multiplication test itself is designed to cure prosecutorial overreach. Quiroz, 55 M.J. at 337,
("[T]he prohibition against unreasonable multiplication of charges addresses those features of
military law that increase the potential for overreaching in the exercise of prosecutorial
discretion."). As C.A.A.F. noted in Elespuru, it is ''often [a] prudent decision" to charge in the
alternative in the context of an Article 120 offense but that prudent charging defense should not
continue to exist upon findings. 73 M.J. at 330. If GM2 Armitage convicted of some
combination of Specifications 1 through 3 and some combination of Specifications 4 and 5, the
defense moves this Court for the appropriate remedy.

b. Consolidation and conditional dismissal is the appropriate remedy.

This Court may remedy unreasonably multipliedcharges at the findings stage by dismissing
the lesser offenses or merging all offenses into one. R.C.M. 906(b)(12); Roderick., 62 M.J. at
433. Either remedy works the same effect here, but dismissal is the cleanest approach, both to
enforce the unreasonable multiplication doctrine as well as to eliminate the confusion and
redundancy caused by unreasonable multiplication.

RELIEF REQUESTED

In the event that GM2 Armitage is found guilty of a combination of Specifications 1 through
3 to the sole Charge, the defense requests that the Military Judge conditionally dismiss the
additional specifications as an unreasonable multiplication. Similarly, in the event that GM2
Armitage is found guilty of both Specification 4 and 5, the defense requests that the Military
Judge conditionally dismiss the additional specification as an unreasonable multiplication.

EVIDENCE & ORAL ARGUMENT

The defense reserves argument on this motion until it ripens upon findings.

JANES

LT, JAGC, USN
Detailed Defense Counsel

Appellate Exhibit I
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on the 4th day of March, 2021 a copy of this motion was served on Trial
Counsel and Victims' Legal Counsel.

[/JANES

LT, JAGC, USCG
Detailed Defense Counsel
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GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL

UNITED STATES COAST GUARD

EASTERN JUDICIAL CIRCUIT

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT RESPONSE TO

V. DEFENSE MOTION TO DISMISS OR

FOR OTHER APPROPRIATE RELIEF

GM2 CORY A. ARMITAGE

(Unreasonably Multiplied Charges)
U.S. Coast Guard 11 March 2021

RELIEF SOUGHT

The United States does not oppose merging specifications 1-3 and specifications 4-5 of

the sole charge for sentencing; however, the United States respectfully requests that this Court

merge the specifications rather than dismissing them.

HEARING

The United States respectfully requests the opportunity to present oral argument in

opposition to defense's motion.

BURDEN

The Defense, as the movant, bears the burden by a preponderance of the evidence

standard for factual issues related to this motion. R.C.M. 905(c).

STATEMENT OF FACTS

1. On 29 November 2019, GM2 Armitage helped carry BMI  to a hotel room

bed after she became heavily intoxicated. He then got into bed with her after several other

members who helped carry her left the room. Those members later returned and fell asleep in

the same bed. AE I-B.

2. BMI  woke up in the early hours of 30 November 2019 and noticed her

pants were unbuttoned and unzipped. She then felt GM2 Armitage "slapping" her vaginal area

Page 1 of 5
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and buttocks. She grabbed GM2 Armitage and then pulled her pants up in an attempt to get

him to stop. AE I-B.

3. BMl . later awoke to GM2 Armitage's fingers inside of her vagina. She

grabbed him more forcefully and pushed him away to end his intrusion into her. This startled

others also laying in the bed at the time and caused GM2 Armitage to stop. AE I-B.

4. In Specification 1, GM2 Armitage is charged with violating Article 120,

U.C.M.J., 10 U.S.C. § 920 (2019), when he, "... commit[ted] a sexual act upon BMl , by

penetrating BMl  vulva with his finger... without the consent of BMl " Charge

Sheet.

5. In Specification 2, GM2 Armitage is charged with violating Article 120,

U.C.M.J., 10 U.S.C. § 920 (2019), when he, ".. . commit[ted] a sexual act upon BMl , by

penetrating BMl  vulva with his finger ... when he reasonably should have known that

BMl  was asleep." Charge Sheet.

6. In Specification 3, GM2 Armitage is charged with violating Article 120,

U.C.M.J., 10 U.S.C. § 920 (2019), when he, . . commit[ted] a sexual act upon BMl  by

penetrating BMl  vulva with his finger ... when BMl . was incapable of

consenting to the sexual act because she was impaired by an intoxicant, to wit: alcohol, and

the accused reasonably should have known of that condition." Charge Sheet.

7. In Specification 4, GM2 Armitage is charged with violating Article 120,

U.C.M.J., with a sexual contact offense when he, "... touch[ed] the buttocks and groin of

BMl  with his hand ... without the consent of BMl " Charge Sheet.

8. In Specification 5, GM2 Armitage is charged with violating Article 120,

U.C.M.J., with a sexual contact offense when he, "... touch[ed] the buttocks and groin of

Page 2 of 5
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BMl . with his hand ... when BMl  was incapable of consenting to the sexual act

because she was impaired by an intoxicant, to wit: alcohol, and the accused reasonably should

have known of that condition.BMl " Charge Sheet.

EVIDENCE

The United States requests that the Court consider AE I-B: BMl  interviews with

CGIS, in support of this motion.

LEGAL AUTHORITY AND ARGUMENT

The United States acknowledges that, "[W]hat is substantially one transaction should

not be made the basis for an unreasonable multiplication of charges against one person." Rule

for Court-Martial (R.C.M.) 307(c)(4). As C.A.A.F. noted in Elespuru, it is "often [a] prudent

decision" and to charge in the alternative in the context of an Article 120 offense. United

States V. Elespuru. 73 M.J. 326, 329 (C.A.A.F. 2014).

It is the Government's responsibility to determine what offense to bring against
an accused. Aware of the evidence in its possession, the Government is
presumably cognizant of which offenses are supported by the evidence and
which are not. In some instances there may be a genuine question as to whether
one offense as opposed to another is sustainable. In such a case, the prosecution
may properly charge both offenses for exigencies of proof, a long accepted
practice in military law.

Id. (citing United States v. Morton. 69 M.J. 12, 16(C.A.A.F. 2010)). Here, the United States

has done just that. Given the circumstances of 30 November 2019, a factfmder could

reasonably find GM2 Armitage guilty through alternative charging theories, and the

prosecution has sought to be "prudent" in specifications that a factfmder could consider in this

case. The United States acknowledges the Rules and does not intend to seek punishment

greater than the conviction of one specification of sexual assault and one specification of

abusive sexual contact. S^ R.C.M. 906(b)(12)(B).

Page 3 of 5
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Should this issue ripen at the conclusion of the merits with findings of guilt for

multiple specifications regarding the same sexual act or sexual contact, the United States

asserts that a more appropriate remedy based on the Rules and case law is merely a merging of

specificaitons rather than a dismissal of specifications. Roderick notes that, ''Dismissal of

unreasonably multiplied charges is a remedy available to the trial court." United States v.

Roderick. 62 M.J. 425, 433 (C.A.A.F. 2006)(emphasis added). The only reason that the

appellate court there overturned the lower courts was because the trial judge did not consider

dismissal as a remedy. While dismissal is a remedy, it is not the best remedy for this case at

bar. R.C.M. 906(b)(12)(B) provides a manner for a panel to sentence in situations such as this

just as R.C.M. 1002(d)(2)(B) provides examples for when military judges should adjudge

concurrent sentences, including instances of multiplied specifications. R.C.M. 906(b)(12)(B);

R.C.M. 1002(d)(2)(B)(iii). The Rules thus create an inference that the additional specifications

need not be dismissed to yield a just sentence. Moreover, case law endorses this notion. See

United States v. Hernandez. 78 M.J. 643 (C.G. Ct. Crim. App. 2018). In Hernandez, the

appellate court merely merged specifications rather than dismissing duplicative specifications

and adjusted the sentence accordingly. More recently, C.A.A.F. has opined on this matter and

stated that, "Appellant's arguments that the lesser included offense must be dismissed are

unavailing. First, in Elespuru. 73 M.J. at 330, although this Court dismissed an offense that the

appellant claimed was a lesser included offense, we did not state that an appellate court must

dismiss the lesser included offense." United States v. Cardenas, 80 M.J. 420, 423 (C.A.A.F.

2021) (emphasis added). The United States here seeks to be "prudent" and mindful of judicial

economy and outcomes that may result in substantial additional litigation if the specifications

Page 4 of 5 .
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are not merged. See generally United States v. Lewis. 2020 WL 3047524 (N.M. Ct. Crim.

App. 2020).

CONCLUSION

The United States respectfully requests that this Court merge combinations of

specifications 1-3 or 4-5 after findings for the purposes of sentencing and sentence

concurrently, rather than dismissing any specifications to which GM2 Armitage has been

convicted in accordance with R.C.M. 906(b) 12(B).

Respectfully submitted this 11 ̂  day of March 2021.
THAYERJAC0B.E.  digitally signed by

THAYER.JAC0B.E

 Date: 2021.03.11 15:07:57-OS'OO'

Jacob E. Thayer
Trial Counsel

Lieutenant, U.S. Coast Guard
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COAST GUARD TRIAL JUDICIARY

EASTERN JUDICIAL CIRCUIT

GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL

UNITED STATES

DEFENSE MOTION

V. TO COMPEL PRODUCTION

(Time-Stamped Call Logs)

CORY ARMITAGE

GM2/E-5 4 MAR 21

U.S. COAST GUARD

MOTION

Pursuant to 10 U.S.C. §846, Article 46, Uniform Code of Military Justice, and Rule for
Courts-Martial 703, as well as the Sixth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, the defense moves
this Court to compel production of call logs demonstrating when BMl  made phone calls to
her Executive Officer and to her girlfriend on multiple occasions.

BURDEN

The defense, as the moving party, bears the burden of persuasion and the burden of proof on
any factual issue the resolution of which is necessary to decide the motion by a preponderance of
the evidence. R.C.M. 905(c).

FACTS

1. On 12 February 2021, the defense requested that the government produce "[c]ali logs
showing the date and time of BMl  phone calls and text messages from 2200 local
time on 29 November 2019 until 0800 local time on 30 November 2019 including those
made using a phone application such as  (A.E. II, End. D).

2. In its response to the defense request, the government indicated it was "seeking BMl
call logs for available applications during the timeframe you requested." (A.E. II, End. E).

3. Ms. , the girlfriend of BMl , recalled receiving a FaceTime from BMl
(A.E. II, End. F).

4. BMl  Executive Officer, LTJG , USCG, also indicated she
received video calls and a text message from BMl  thanking LTJG  for taking
care of her. (A.E. II, End. G).

5. BMl . provided screenshots of her phone calls to CGIS investigators. (A.E. II, End. H).
However, the screenshots do not include the times each call was made. {See id.).
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LAW

The Sixth Amendment to the U.S Constitution provides that "[i]n all criminal
prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right [...] to have compulsory process for obtaining
witnesses in his favor." U.S. Const, amend. VI, cl. 7. This right is "well established in military
law and has been guarded by [our highest Court]." United States v. Hinton, 21 M.J. 267, 269
(C.M.A. 1986) (citing united States v. Carpenter, 1 M.J. 384 (C.M.A. 1976; United States v.
Iturralde-Aponte, 1 M.J. 196 (C.M.A. 1975)). Consistent with the constitutional mandate, the
prosecution and the defense at a court-martial "shall have equal opportunity to obtain witnesses
and evidence, including the benefit of compulsory process," R.C.M. 703(a), and "[ejach party is
entitled to the production of any witness whose testimony on a matter in issue on the merits or on
an interlocutory question would be relevant and necessaryC R.C.M. 703(b)(1) (emphasis
added).

Evidence is relevant when it has "any tendency to make the existence of any fact more
probable or less probable than it would be without the evidence; and the fact is of consequence to
the determination of the action." Mil. R. Evid. 401. Evidence is necessary when it is not
cumulative and would contribute to a party's presentation of the case in some positive way on a
matter in issue. R.C.M. 703(b)(1), Discussion, Manual for Courts-Martial, United States (2019
ed.); see United States v. Williams, 3 M.J. 239 (C.M.A. 1977). An accused's "right to present his
own witnesses to establish a defense" is a "fundamental element of due process of law." United
States V. McAllister, 64 M.J. 248, 249 (C.A.A.F. 2007) (quoting Washington v. Texas, 388 U.S.
14, 19 (1967)). Therefore, his "opportunity to obtain witness and other evidence" must be equal
to the Government's. United States v. Warner, 62 M.J. 114, 118 (C.A.A.F. 2005) (internal
quotation marks omitted).

The court-martial rules which implement these rights require that in order to obtain
witnesses for trial, the Defense must first submit a request to trial counsel. R.C.M. 703(c)(2).
The request must include the witness' name, telephone number if known, and address or location
of the witness "such that the witness can be found upon the exercise of due diligence." R.C.M.
703(c)(2)(B). It must also include a synopsis of the witness' expected testimony. Id. If the trial
counsel contends that production is not required under the rule, the Defense may submit the
matter to the military judge. R.C.M. 703(c)(2)(D). If the military judge grants the motion, trial
counsel "shall produce the witness or the proceedings shall be abated." Id. These same
procedures apply to the production of evidence. R.C.M. 703(f). The presence of witnesses not on
active duty and evidence not under control of the Government may be obtained by a subpoena
issued by the trial counsel. R.C.M. 703(g)(3).

ARGUMENT

GM2 Armitage is, inter alia, charged with sexually assaulting BM2  when she was
asleep or incapable of consenting, yet such claims are rebutted by evidence that BM2 . was
making phone calls to her girlfriend and her Executive Officer and in fact remembered such
calls. Evidence of those phone calls, including when they were made, is critical to the defense to
establish a timeframe for when the alleged sexual assault occurred and why BMl  did not
report it to the individuals she was calling. Although BMl  did provide a screenshot to CGIS
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of the phone calls that were made from her phone on the night in question, the screenshot does
not include timestamps indicating when those phone calls were made. While the government
indicated in its discovery response that it was seeking call logs for available applications on BMl

 phone, the defense seeks compulsory process from BMl  or the application providers
in the event that the call logs are not produced.

RELIEF REQUESTED

The Defense moves the Court to order the Government produce call logs showing the date
and time of BMl  phone calls and text messages from 2200 local time on 29 November
2019 until 0800 local time on 30 November 2019, including those made using a phone
application such as .

EVIDENCE AND HEARING

In support of this motion, the Defense offers the following enclosed exhibits:

D. Defense Discovery Request of 12 Feb 21

E. Government Response to Defense Discovery Request of 19 Feb 21

F. Interview of  dtd 23 Feb 20

G. Interview of LTJG  dtd 12 Dec 21

H. BMl . Phone Call Log from 29 November to 30 November 2019

If this motion is opposed by the Government, and pursuant to R.C.M. 905(h), the Defense
requests an Article 39(a) session to present oral argument and evidence.

J.M. JANES

LT, JAGC, USN

Detailed Defense Counsel

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on the 4th day of March, 2021 a copy of this motion was served on Trial
Counsel and Victims' Legal Counsel.

J. M. JANES

LT, JAGC, USCG

Detailed Defense Counsel
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GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL

UNITED STATES COAST GUARD

EASTERN JUDICIAL CIRCUIT

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT RESPONSE TO

V. DEFENSE MOTION TO COMPEL

PRODUCTION
GM2 CORY A. ARMITAGE

11 March 2021
U.S. Coast Guard

RELIEF SOUGHT

The United States does not oppose the defense request for call logs, has sought

additional caller information from the victim, and has taken additional investigative steps to

ensure the parties possess the most accurate communication timeline.

HEARING

Given the lack of opposition to the defense's request, the United States does not

request oral argument, but is ready to answer any questions the Court may have regarding this

motion.

BURDEN

The defense, as the movant, bears the burden of persuasion and the burden of proof on any

factual issue the resolution of which is necessary to decide the motion by a preponderance of

the evidence. R.C.M. 905(c).

STATEMENT OF FACTS

1. On 12 February 2021, the defense requested that the United States produce "[c]a!l

logs showing the date and time of BMl  phone calls and text messages from 2200 local

time on 29 November 2019 until 0800 local time on 30 November 2019 including those made

using a phone application such as  A.E. II, End. D.

Page 1 of 3
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2. In its response to the defense request, the United States indicated it was "seeking

BMI  call logs for available applications during the timeframe you requested." A.E. II,

End. E.

3. BMI . provided screenshots of her log of phone calls using  from

11/28/19 to 11/30/19 to CGIS investigators on 10 February 2020. A.E. II, End. H. However,

the screenshots do not include the times each call was made. A.E. II, End. H. BMI  also

executed an affidavit affirming that she has already provided the only call logs in her

possession. A.E. I-F

4. Following the defense's request, the prosecution requested BMI  phone number

and Apple ID and prepared subpoenas for  and Apple.

5. The prosecution received BMI  phone number on 10 March 2021

and issued a subpoena on 11 March 2021 to  through CGIS. AE I-C, AE I-D.

6. The prosecution also received several additional screenshots from BMI  on 10

March and sent those to defense counsel on 11 March 2021. AE I-E.

EVIDENCE

The United States requests that the Court consider the following evidence in support of

this motion:

1. A.E. I-C: Email from SVC.

2. A.E. I-D: Subpoenas issued to

3. A.E. I-E: DOD SAFE Receipt.

4. A.E. I-F: BMI  Affidavit

Page 2 of 3 ,
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LEGAL AUTHORITY AND ARGUMENT

The United States acknowledges that call log information are relevant and necessary

pursuant to Rule for Court-Martial (R.C.M.) 703, has issued subpoenas to relevant

telecommunications carriers based on the same Rule, and will provide any information

returned to the defense as soon as received.

CONCLUSION

The United States does not oppose the defense's request for call logs and is seeking

them currently.

Respectfully submitted this II day of March 2021.

TH AYER.JAC0B.E. D'9'tally signed b
THAYERJACOB.E

Date:2021.03.11 16:13:15-OS'OO'

Jacob E. Thayer
Lieutenant, U.S. Coast Guard

Trial Counsel
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GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL

UNITED STATES COAST GUARD

EASTERN JUDICIAL CIRCUIT

UNITED STATES

V. GOVERNMENT MOTION IN LIMINE:

SEX OFFENDER REGISTRATION

GM2 CORY A. ARMITAGE

U.S. Coast Guard 4 March 2021

RELIEF SOUGHT

The United States moves to preclude the defense from discussing or otherwise introducing

the topic of sex offender registration on the merits or during sentencing, and to request that the

Court provide an appropriate instruction to the members regarding sex offender registration

should the accused raise it in an unsworn statement.

HEARING

The United States does not request a hearing to present evidence on this motion. To the

extent there is any opposition to this motion, the government respectfully requests oral argument.

BURDEN

As the movant, the United States bears the burden of persuasion and the burden of proof.

The burden of proof for any contested factual issues is a preponderance of the evidence. R.C.M.

905(c)(1).

STATEMENT OF FACTS

There are five specifications of sexual assault and abusive sexual contact in violation of

Article 120, U.C.M.J., pending against GM2 Armitage. Conviction of this offense could require

GM2 Armitage to register as a sex offender.
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EVroENCE

The United States does not have any additional evidence in support of this motion.

LEGAL AUTHORITY AND ARGUMENT

Relevant evidence is "evidence having any tendency to make the existence of any fact

that is of consequence to the determination of the action more probable or less probable than

it would be without the evidence." M.R.E. 401.

Collateral consequences and administrative results are not proper considerations for

members of a court-martial when determining findings or an appropriate sentence for an accused.

United States v. McNutt. 62 M.J. 16, 29 (C.A.A.F. 2005) ("citing United States v. Quesinben'v. 31

C.M.R. 195, 198 (1962)). In McNutt. the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces (CAAF) stated

the general rule that courts-martial must concem themselves only with matters directly under

their control and must not consider collateral administrative effects of their actions. 62 M.J. at

19. "The purported effect of a collateral consequence cannot be used to becloud the question of

an accused's guilt or innocence." Id. If courts-martial were to consider collateral consequences

and administrative results, "military judges would be required to deliver an unending catalogue

of administrative information to court members. . . . [T]he waters of the military sentencing

process should [not] be so muddied." Id

Collateral consequences and administrative results are not proper considerations by

courts-martial. Therefore, the provision of such information is unnecessary, unhelpful, and

harmful.

A. Sex Offender Registration Is A Collateral Consequence Not Properly Considered By
A Court-Martial.

Sex offenders are required to register with local authorities pursuant to 42 U.S.C.A. §

16911 et. seq. and the laws of the individual states. However, the collateral consequence of
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having to register has no bearing on an accused's guilt or innocence as to the charged offenses.

Even after an accused is convicted of an offense, courts-martial have no discretion over

registration. Sex offender registration is only a collateral consequence of a court-martial, and the

members cannot properly consider sex offender registration during their deliberations, either on

the merits or for sentencing. See United States v. Talkington. 73 M.J. 212, 213 {C.A.A.F. 2014).

In United States v. Datavs, 70 M.J. 595, 604 (A.F. Ct. Crim. App. 2011), affd, 71 M.J.

420 (C.A.A.F. 2012), the court held that a military judge did not abuse his discretion by

precluding defense counsel from discussing the impact of sex offender registration during

sentencing. The court found that sex offender registration was a collateral consequence not for

consideration by the members. The court declined to make new law, stating "[wjhile our superior

court has to some degree relaxed the general rule to permit discussion of collateral impact in

cases involving retirement benefits, to date the court has not made such a policy change with

respect to sex offender registration, and we decline to do so today." Id (citing United States v.

Bovd. 55 MJ. 217, 221 (C.A.A.F. 2001)).

As sex offender registration is a collateral consequence, the defense must be precluded

from providing information or argument regarding sex offender registration during the court-

martial of the accused.

B. If The Accused Mentions Sex Offender Registration In An Unsworn Statement, The
Members Should Be Specifically Instructed That Sex Offender Registration Cannot
Be Considered During Their Deliberations.

In United States v. Macias. 53 M.J. 728, 732 (A. Ct. Crim. App. 1999), the appellate

court held that the trial court should have allowed the accused, in his unswom statement, to

mention the possibility of having to register as a sex offender. The court made the distinction

between what is admissible as evidence and what the accused may discuss in his unswom
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statement. Id at 729-30. However, if an accused mentions sex offender registration, and the

effects thereof, during an unsworn statement, the court should instruct the members they cannot

consider possible registration during their deliberations, as it is a collateral consequence not

within their purview or eontrol. See United States v. Barrier. 61 M.J. 482, 486 (C.A.A.F. 2005);

of. Talkintzton, 73 M.J. at 217.

In Bairier. the court held that a military judge could instruct the members to disregard a

portion of an accused's unsworn statement, even though such "instruction effectively nullified

[a] portion of his statement." Id "Because the information in question was not otherwise relevant

as mitigation, extenuation, or rebuttal, it was beyond the scope of R.C.M. 1001, and the military

judge could correctly advise the members that the [information provided in the unsworn

statement] was irrelevant." Id

As sex offender registration is "not otherwise relevant as mitigation, extenuation, or

rebuttal," it is beyond the scope of R.C.M. 1001. Id. Therefore, the Court should provide

reasonable instructions to the members that while adjudging an appropriate sentence, they cannot

consider registration, even if the accused raises the issue in his unsworn statement.

C The Use of Euphemisms For Sex Offender Registration Is Improper And Must Be
Disallowed.

In addition to preclusion from introducing evidence or argument regarding sex offender

registration, the defense should be precluded from using euphemisms for sex offender

registration. Using euphemisms such as "monitored by the state," "will be tracked," and "forever

under scrutiny of the authorities" are nothing but implicit references to sex offender registration

that seek to end-run around legal precedent and the rulings of this Court. Therefore, permitting

the use of such euphemisms would allow the accused to introduce evidence regarding a collateral

consequence, which is beyond the control of the court-martial and contrary to law. For these
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reasons, the defense should be precluded from all references to sex offender registration,

including references by euphemism.

CONCLUSION

The United States requests that the Court preclude the defense from presenting evidence

or argument regarding sex offender registration, including by euphemism, during either the

merits or sentencing. Additionally, to the extent the accused mentions registration during his

unsworn statement, the United States respectfully requests that the Court provide an appropriate

instruction to the members.

Respectfully submitted this 4*^^ day of March 2021.

J^ob E. Thayer
Lieutenant, U.S. Coast Guard

Trial Counsel
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COAST GUARD TRIAL JUDICIARY

EASTERN JUDICIAL CIRCUIT

GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL

UNITED STATES

DEFENSE RESPONSE TO

V. GOVERNMENT MOTION IN LIMINE

(Sex Offender Registration)
CORY A. ARMITAGE

GM2/E-S 11 MAR 21

U.S. COAST GUARD

MOTION

To the extent that the government motion differs from the guidance offered by the Court of
Appeals for the Armed Forces in United States v. Talkington, 73 M.J. 212 (C.A.A.F. 2014), the
defense moves this court to deny the government motion because the defense may offer evidence
of sex offender registration (SOR) during an unsworn statement, as it is relevant to several
sentencing principles. While such collateral issues may be inadmissible outside of an unsworn
statement, an appropriate Talkington instruction referencing issues raised during an unsworn
statement allows the members to "put the information in proper context" and can be used to
address any of the concerns raised by the government's motion.

BURDEN

As the moving party, the government bears the burden of proof by a preponderance of the
evidence with regard to each factual issue necessary for resolution of this motion. RC.M. 905(c).

FACTS

1. Based on a 30 November 2019 sexual encounter at or near , the

Government has referred five Specifications of Article 120 against GM2 Armitage. (Charge
Sheet, Jan. 21,2021)

2. The charged offenses are those covered by Department of Defense Instruction 1325.07 that
lays out the UCMJ offenses requiring sex offender processing.

ARGUMENT

The scope of an accused's unsworn statement is broad and includes a right to address
collateral issues that may otherwise be impermissible considerations. U.S. v. Grilly 48 M.J. 131
(C.A.A.F. 1998); U.S. v. Jeffrey, 48 M.J. 229 (C.A.A.F. 1998); U.S. v. Britt, 48 M.J. 233
(C.A.A.F. 1998). Although the court in Talkington found that an accused was permitted to
mention sex offender registration in his unsworn statement, the military judge also had
"discretion to TemperQ' the unsworn statement with 'appropriate instructions.'" 73 M.J. at 217.
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The Military Judges' Benchbook provides an "appropriate instruction[]" that remedies any issues
raised by the government's motion, all while permitting GM2 Armitage to raise the issue—if he
chooses—under the broad latitude granted for an unsworn statement.

RELIEF REQUESTED

In the event that GM2 Armitage addresses sex offender registration in an unsworn statement
during pre-sentencing proceedings, the defense requests that the Military Judge give an
appropriately tailored instruction consistent with that under Section 2-5-23 ("Other Instructions")
of the Military Judges' Benchbook. Specifically:

The accused's unsworn statement included the accused's personal (thoughts)
(opinions) (feelings) (statements) about (certain matters) ( ). An
unsworn statement is a proper means to bring information to your attention, and
you must give it appropriate consideration. Your deliberations should focus on an
appropriate sentence for the accused for the offense(s) of which the accused
stands convicted. (Under DOD Instructions, when convicted of certain offenses,
including the offense(s) here, the accused must register as a sex offender with the
appropriate authorities in the jurisdiction in which he resides, works, or goes to
school. Such registration is required in all 50 states; though requirements may
differ between jurisdictions. Thus, specific requirements are not necessarily
predictable.)

It is not your duty (to determine relative blameworthiness of (and whether
appropriate disciplinary action has been taken against) others who might have
committed an offense, whether involved with this accused or not) (or) (to try to
anticipate discretionary actions that may be taken by the accused's chain of
command or other authorities) (or) (to attempt to predict sex offender registration
requirements, or the consequences thereof) ( ).

While the accused is permitted to address these matters in an unsworn statement,
these possible collateral consequences should not be part of your deliberations in
arriving at a sentence. Your duty is to adjudge an appropriate sentence for this
accused based upon the offense(s) for which (he) (she) has been found guilty that
you regard as fair and just when it is imposed and not one whose fairness depends
upon (actions that others (have taken) (or) (may or may not take) (in this case)
(or) (in other cases)) (or) (possible requirements of sex offender registration, and
the consequences thereof, at certain locations in the future).

EVIDENCE & ORAL ARGUMENT

The defense reserves argument on this motion until it ripens upon findings.

TANES

LT, JAGG, USN

Detailed Defense Counsel
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on the 11th day of March, 2021 a copy of this motion was served on Trial
Counsel.

rU. JANES

LT, JAGG, USCG

Detailed Defense Counsel
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REQUESTS



THERE ARE NO REQUESTS



NOTICES



GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL

UNITED STATES COAST GUARD

UNITED STATES )
)  GOVERNMENT NOTICE OF EXPECTED

V. )  USE OF VIDEO EVIDENCE

)

CORY ARMITAGE

)
)

GM2/E-5 )  19 April 21
U.S. COAST GUARD )

1. The United States notes to the court and defense its intention to utilize the following video
evidence in its case-in-chief, merits, or sentencing:

a. Bates Number 000351:  Footage 001

b. Bates Number 000352:  Footage 002

c. Bates Number 000353:  Footage 003

d. Bates Number 000354  Footage 004

2. All four videos are security camera footage from the . They will be used to
illustrate BMl level of intoxication, as well as to place GM2 Arniitage at the scene of
the offense. The United States will lay a foundation for the videos through one of the people
pictured in the video.

3. There are no anticipated redactions to either of these videos.

4. The Government has previously provided each of these videos to Defense counsel during
discovery and will produce these documents to the Court in accordance with the Trial
Management Order. THAYFR | AmR ^^sned by

I nr\ I THAYERJACOB.E.

.E.

Jacob E. Thayer
Lieutenant, U.S. Coast Guard

Trial Counsel
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COAST GUARD TRIAL JUDICIARY

EASTERN JUDICIAL CIRCUIT

GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL

UNITED STATES

DEFENSE NOTICE OF EXPECTED

V. USE OF VIDEO EVIDENCE AND

DEMONSTRATIVE AIDS

CORY ARMITAGE

GM2/E-5

U.S. COAST GUARD 29 APR 21

1. The defense provides notice to this Court and the Government that it intends to use electronic
media and demonstrative aids during the trial.

2. The defense further prov ides notice that it may offer portions of the following video evidence
for the purpose of impeachment, as necessary, during the government's case in chief:

a. B.S. 0350: CGIS Interview of BMI  did 2 Dec 19

b. B.S. 0362: CGIS Interview of BMl  dtd 10 Feb2Q

3. The two videos are interviews with the named victim, BM1  that were conducted on

2 December 2019 and 10 February 2020 by CGIS. In the event that BMI  contradicts
her prior statements made to CGIS on either of those dates, the defense provides notice that it
may play clips of BMI  prior statements for the limited purpose of impeaching her.

4. The government provided both of these videos to the defense during discovery and, as such,
are currently in the government's possession.

LJ.^NES

LT. JAGC. USN

Detailed Defense Counsel
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GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL

UNITED STATES COAST GUARD

UNITED STATES )
)  GOVERNMENT NOTICE OF EXPECTED

V. )  USE OF EXPERT TESTIMONY

)

CORY ARMITAGE
)
)

GUNNERS MATE, SECOND CLASS )  19 May 2021
U.S. COAST GUARD )

1. The government updates to the court and defense its intention to seek expert testimony from
the following categories of experts:

a. The government intends to seek testimony from  as a toxicologist
to discuss the estimated BAG level for the victim as well as how her intoxication

may have affected her body. The government previously provided notice of its
intent to call a toxicologist to the defense, but did not receive the approval of a
toxicologist until 5 May 2021.

b. The government intends to seek testimony from Dr.  as a
psychiatrist to discuss the effect of alcohol on the victim's mind and her ability to
recall events and react in the moment. The defense first noted to the government
on 2 March its intent to retain a psychiatrist. Accordingly, the government sought
to obtain one as well and made the defense aware of its intention to seek approval
from the CA to retain Dr.  The CA approved both the defense and trial
counsel's request on 5 May 2021.

2. Defense should not rely on the government's intent to produce witnesses and must
specifically request any witnesses they desire the government to produce.

3. The government recognizes its continuing obligation to provide notifications and disclosures.
The govemment will immediately notify opposing counsel of any additional disclosures or
notifications that are required because of further case preparation.

THAYERJACOB. Digitally signed b
THAYER.JACOB.E

E  Date: 2021.05.19 16:40:17 -04'00'

Jacob E. Thayer
Lieutenant, U.S. Coast Guard

Trial Counsel
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COURT RULINGS & ORDERS



GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL

UNITED STATES COAST GUARD

UNITED STATES

V.

GM2 Cory Armitage

U.S. Coast Guard

COVID MITIGATION ORDER

19 May 2021

1. Nature of Order. The subject case is currently docketed for trial in the Coast Guard Courtroom
in Norfolk, VA from 20 May 2021 until 28 May 2021. In order to mitigate COVID-19 health
risks to all trial personnel and any members of the general public who may desire to attend the
proceedings, the Court orders the following mitigation measures implemented during the trial of
the subject case. These mitigation measures address only those measures that will be taken within
the Courtroom, the judicial chambers, and members' deliberation room.

Due to the overwhelming efficiency of nationwide vaccination efforts, the Center for Disease
Control has advised that fully vaccinated personnel may remain unmasked both indoors and
outdoors. In response to this guidance, the Coast Guard has issued guidance permitting fully
vaccinated military, civilian, contract employees and visitors who are two weeks beyond their
final dose to remain unmasked within federal facilities. (ALCOAST 185/21 dated 14 May 2021).

2. The following mitigation measures are hereby ordered by the Court to be observed

within the Courtroom at Main Street Tower, Norfolk, VA, the judicial chambers, and
members' deliberations room during the proceedings conducted in the General Court-
Martial of United States v. GM2 Cory Armitage. U.S. Coast Guard.

3. Measures related to courtroom spaces:

a. Absent good cause, sessions of court will be held from 0830-1630 each day.

b. Prior to the commencement of any session of court, all tables, podiums, chairs, and

surfaces within the courtroom, the judicial chambers, and members deliberation rooms will be

cleaned with appropriate cleaning agents. The cleaning of these spaces and items will occur

before the start of each day's proceedings, during the mid-day recess, and at the conclusion of

each day's proceedings.

c. To reduce "mask fatigue" and to allow for the "airing out" of the courtroom, the Court

will observe frequent recesses throughout the proceedings. Typically, the session will be

recessed every 45 minutes for a period of 15 minutes. During these recesses, the courtroom doors

should be opened and fans should be used to the greatest extent possible to maximize fresh air

flow within the courtroom.
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d. In order to remain vigilant toward crowd size, the Court is limiting the number of spectators
allowed in the courtroom to 15 individuals.' Trial counsel is directed to designate seating in the
spectators' box to ensure minimum social distancing occurs consistent with this order. Nothing
in this order is intended to interfere with the requirements of an open trial pursuant to Rule FOR

Courts-Martial 806.

4. Measures related to counsel. If fully vaccinated, counsel are not required to wear face masks
within the Courtroom.

5. Measures related to the accused. If fully vaccinated, the accused will not be required to wear a
face mask. If not fully vaccinated, the accused may continue to choose not to wear a facemask.
However, he shall remain an appropriate distance from counsel at table. If not vaccinated, the
accused is required to wear a mask outside of the courtroom.

6. Measures related to members.

a. As currently convened, the court panel venire is comprised of 14 members. The Government
is directed to set the gallery in the courtroom to conduct group voir dire. Fully vaccinated
members are not required to wear masks. Unvaccinated members will remain masked.

b. Subsequently, all members will be questioned in individual voir dire. The court will liberally

permit follow on questions during individual voir dire to ensure the parties have had adequate

opportunity to develop potential challenges. During individual voir dire, all members will not
wear masks in order to allow the military judge and counsel to have an unobstructed view.

' Spectators are any member of the general public and any individual not specifically detailed to this court-martial,
including, but not limited to, the accused's or victim's family members and supporters, members of the press, trial team
support staff, and supervisor^' counsel. A spillover room has been arranged in which spectators may watch the
proceedings via a CCT\' set-up. All spectators in the spillover room shall remain masked at all times.
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c.. During deliberations, members may, but are not require to, remain unmasked. While in

the deliberation room, members should maintain social distancing at all times, if any
members are unvaccinated.

7. Measures related to other participants and spectators.

a. If vaccinated, the court reporter, bailiffs, and spectators are not required to wear a face
mask at all times within the Courtroom.

b. The bailiffs appointed in this case shall monitor and assist the members in complying with
the Court's mitigation measures during recesses and back-and-forth to the deliberation room.
Bailiffs shall inform spectators of this Court's Order, but shall not inquire as to spectator's
vaccination status.

c. If unvaccinated, witnesses are required to wear a face mask when entering and exiting the
Courtroom. Prior to swearing in, the trial counsel will direct witnesses to remove their face

mask which will not be worn during testimony.

d. Anyone who remains unvaccinated shall remain masked at all times in the Courtroom.
Anyone who does not comply with this Order shall be removed.

It is so ordered.

signed by
CASEY.PAUL.R

.R
Date; 2021.05.19

12:14:36 •04'00'

Paul R. Casey
Commander, U.S. Coast Guard

Military Judge
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STATEMENT OF TRIAL RESULTS

SECTION A - ADMINISTRATIVE

1. NAME OF ACCUSED (last, first, Ml) 2. BRANCH 3. PAYGRADE 4. OoD ID NUMBER

Armitage, Cory, A. Coast Guard E-5

5. CONVENING COMMAND

Coast Guard Atlantic Area, Portsmouth, VA

6. TYPE OF COURT-MARTIAL

General

7. COMPOSITION

Eiilislcd Members

8. DATE SENTENCE ADJUDGED

May 28, 2021

SECTION B - FINDINGS

SEE FINDINGS PAGE

SECTION C - ADJUDGED SENTENCE

9. DISCHARGE OR DISMISSAL

Dishonorable discharge

10. CONFINEMENT

None

11. FORFEITURES

None

12. FINES

None

13. FINE PENALTY

N/A

14. REDUCTION

E-I

15. DEATH 16. REPRIMAND 17. HARD LABOR 18. RESTRICTION

Yes P No (• Yes P No (S? Yes (• No P Yes (• No P

19. HARD LABOR PERIOD

2 Months

20. PERIOD AND LIMITS OF RESTRICTION

2 Months; USCG Base Portsmouth

SECTION D - CONFINEMENT CREDIT

21. DAYS OF PRETRIAL CONFINEMENT CREDIT 22. DAYS OF JUDICIALLY ORDERED CREDIT 23. TOTAL DAYS OF CREDIT

0 0 0 days

SECTION E - PLEA AGREEMENT OR PRE-TRIAL AGREEMENT

24. LIMITATIONS ON PUNISHMENT CONTAINED IN THE PLEA AGREEMENT OR PRE-TRIAL AGREEMENT

N/A

SECTION F • SUSPENSION OR CLEMENCY RECOMMENDATION

25. DID THE MILITARY JUDGE

RECOMMEND SUSPENSION OF THE

SENTENCE OR CLEMENCY?

Yes P No (•
26. PORTION TO WHICH IT APPLIES 27. RECOMMENDED DURATION

28. FACTS SUPPORTING THE SUSPENSION OR CLEMENCY RECOMMENDATION

SECTION G - NOTIFICATIONS

Yes C? No P

Yes No P

Yes P No (?

Yes (• No P

29. Is sex offender registration required in accordance with appendix 4 to enclosure 2 of DoD11325.07?

30. Is DNA collection and submission required in accordance with 10 U.S.C. § 1565 and DoDI 5505.14?

31. Did this case involve a crime of domestic violence as defined in enclosure 2 of DoDI 6400.06?

32. Does this case trigger a firearm possession prohibition in accordance with 18 U.S.C. § 922?

SECTION H - NOTES AND SIGNATURE

33. NAME OF JUDGE (last, first, Ml)

Casey, Paul, R.

34. BRANCH

Coast Guard

35. PAYGRADE

0-5

36. DATE SIGNED

May 28, 2021

37. NOTES

38. JUDGE'S SIGNATURE

January 2020 PREVIOUS EDITION IS OBSOLETE Page 1 of2 Pages

Adobe Acrobat DC



STATEMENT OF TRIAL RESULTS - FINDINGS

SECTION I • LIST OF FINDINGS

CHARGE ARTICLE SPECIFICATION PLEA FINDING

ORDER OR

REGULATION

VIOLATED

LIO OR INCHOATE

OFFENSE ARTICLE
DIBRS

Charge II:

120 Specifiealion 1: Not Guiltj' Not Guiltv 120AA2

Offense description Sexual assault without the consent of the other person

Specification 2:

Offense description

Not Guilty Not Guilty

Sexual assault when the other person is asleep or othcr\visc unaware

Specification 3:

Offense description

Not Guilty Guilty

Sex-ual assault witen the other person is impaired by any drug or intoxicant

Specification 4:

Offense description

Not Guilty Not Guiltv'

Abusive sexual contact without the consent of the other person

Specification 5; Not Guilty Guilty 1
Offense description Abusive sexual contact when the other person is impaired by any drug or intoxicant

January 2020 PREVIOUS EDITION IS OBSOLETE Page 2 of 2 Pages

Adobe Acrobat DC



CONVENING AUTHORITY'S ACTIONS



POST-TRIAL ACTION

SECTION A - STAFF JUDGE ADVOCATE REVIEW

I. NAME OF ACCUSED (LAST, FIRST, MI)

lARMITAGE, CORY. A.

4. UNIT OR ORGANIZATION

COAST GUARD ATLANTIC AREA

7. CONVENING AUTHORITY 8. COURT-

(UNIT/ORGANIZATION) MARTIAL TYPE

2. PAYGRADE/RANK 3. DoD ID NUMRER

LANTAREA General Enlisted iVteir.bers

Post-Trial Matters to Cofiisider

1 i. Has the accused made a request for deferment of reduction in grade?

12. Has the accused made a request for defcnncnt of contlnement?

13. Has the accused made a request for deferment of adjudged forfeitures?

i 4. Has the accused made a request for deferment of automatic forfeitures?

15. Has the accused made a reque.st for waiver of automatic forfeiture.s?

16. Has the accused submitted necessary infomiation for transferring forfeitures for
aenefii of dependents?

17. Has the accused submitted matters for convening authority's review?

i 8. 1 las the victim(s) submitted matters for convening authority's review?

19. Has the accused submitted any rebuttal matters?

20. Has the military judge made a suspension or clemency recommendation?

21. Has the trial counsel made a recommendation to suspend any part of the sentence? Ves

22. Did the court-martial sentence the accused to a reprimand issued by the convening
luthoritv?

23. Summary of Ciemency.^Defermenl Requested by Accu.sed and/or Crime Victim, if applicable.
Accused requested; (1) deferment of adjudged reduction in pay grade until entry of judgment; (2) a recommendation
Criminal Appeals that the findings be disapproved; and (3) reduce the adjudged reduction in pay grade to £3. The acc
additional five days to submit the above matters lAW RCM 1106 that was approved on 9 June 2031.

5. CURRENT ENI.ISTMENT 6. TERM

11 OCT 201 7 : i 4 Years

0. DATE SENTENCE
9. COMPOSITION

ADJUDGED

38-May-2021

(YYes

r Yes

r Yes

r Yes

PYcs

Yes

r Yes

r Yes

rYes

to the CG Court

:used requested

24. Convening Authority' Name/Title

VADM Steven D. Poulin

Commander, CG Atlantic Area

25. SJA Name

CAPT

Staff Judge Advocate

27. Date

juHtnoti

Convening Authority's .Action and Entry of Judgment - .ARMITAGE, CORY. A.

Page I or9



'■ SECTIONS-••GOJWEMNGAtTTHORITyAGTfON;/
28. Having reviewed ai! maners submilied by the accu'ijed and the viciim(s) pursuant to R.C.M. ! 106/n06A, and
after being advised by the slaffjudge advocate or iegal officer, I lake the following action in this case: [If deferring
or waiving any punishineni, indicate the dace the defemient/'waiver will end. Attach signed reprimand if applicable.
Indicate what action, ifany, taken on suspension recommendation(s) or clemency recommendations from the judge.]
No actions of findings or sentence. Sentence is approved as adjudged.

29. Convening authority's written explanation of the reasons for taking action on offenses with mandatojy minimum
punishments or offenses for which the maximum sentence to confinement that may be adjudged exceeds two years,
or offenses where the adjudged sentence includes a punitive discharge (Dismissal, DD, BCD) or confinement for
more than six months, or a violation of An. 120(a) or i 20(b) or 120b:
N/A

30. Convening Authority's signature
3

31. Date

32. Date convening authority action was forwarded to PTPD or Review Shop, |

Convening Authority's Action and Entry of Judgment - ARMITAGE, CORY. ,A.
Page 2 of 9



ENTRY OF JUDGMENT



SECTION C- ENTRY OF JUDGMENT

**MUST be by the ̂ itaiy Judge (or Circuit Militaiy Judge) within 20 days of receipt**
33. Findings of each charge and specification referred to trial. [Summar>' of each charge and specification
{include at a minimum the gravamen of the offense), the plea of ihe accused, the findings or other disposition
accounting for any exceptions and substitutions, any modifications made by the convening authority or any post-
trial ruling, order, or other determination by the military judge. R.C.M. 11 1 1(b)(1)]

Charge: Violation of the UCMJ, Article 120
Specffication 1; Sexual assault without the consent of the other oerson

Plea: Not Guilty
Finding; Not Guilty

Specification 2; Sexual assault when the other person is asleep or otherwise unaware
Plea: Not Guilty
Finding: Nor Guilty

Specification 3: Sexual assault when the other person when the other person is impaired by any drug or intoxicant
Plea: Not Guilty
Finding: Guilty

Specification 4: Abusive sexual contact without the consent of the other person
Plea: Not Guilty
Finding: Not Guilty

Specification 5: Abusive sexual contact when the other person is impaired by any drug or intoxicant
Plea: Not Guilty
Finding: Guilty

Convening Authority's Action and Entry of Judgment - ARMITAGR, CORY, A.
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,„^ lllliwa ^ II

34. Sentence to be Entered. Account for any modifications made by reason of any post-trial action by the
convening authority (including any action taken based on a suspension recommendation), confinement credit or any
post-trial rule, order, or other determination by the military judge. R.C.M. 1 111(b)(2). If the sentence was
determined by a military judge, ensure confinement and fines are segmented as well as if a sentence shall run
concurrently or consecutively.

Dtshonorable discharge;
Reduction to pay grade £-1;
Hard Labor without confinement for 2 months; and
Restriction to USGG Base Portsmouth for 2 months

35. Deferment and Waiver. Include the nature of the request, the CA's Action, the effective date of the deferment,
and date the deferment ended. For waivers, include the effective date and the length of the waiver. RCM 111 lCb)(3)
A request for deferral of reduction to pay grade E-1 until entry of judgment was denied by CA on 10 June 2021.

36. Action convening authority took on any suspension recommendation from the military judge:
N/A

Convening Authority's Action and Entry of Judgment - ARMITAGE, CORY, A.
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37. Judge'is signature: 38. Date judgment entered:

39. In accordance with RCM 1111(c)(1), the military judge who entered a Judgment may modify the Judgment to
correct computational or clerical errors within 14 days after the Judgment was initially entered. Include any
modifications here and resign the Entry of Judgment.

40. Judge's signature: 41. Date judgment entered: |
CASEY PAUL.R.  Digitally signed by

CASEY.PAUL.R

Date: 2021.07.15 18:11:50 -04'00'
15 July 2021

1

42. Return completed copy of the Judgment to the Post-Trial Department/Review Shop for distribution to the defense
counsel and/or accused as well as the victim and/or victims' legal counsel.

Convening Authority's Action and Entry of Judgment - ARMITAGE, CORY, A.
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APPELLATE INFORMATION 



THERE IS NO APPELLATE 
INFORMATION AT THIS TIME



REMAND 



THERE WERE NO REMANDS 



NOTICE OF COMPLETION OF APPELLATE REVIEW (NOCAR)
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